
Inquiry 
Keio Highway Bus  
Reservation Center  
(+81)3-5376-2222(9:00-20:00) http://highway-buses.jp/ 

You can also make 
reservation at Keio Highway Bus  

Reservation Center  
(+81)3-5376-2222(9:00-20:00)  

Highway bus Nagano  
Reservation Center 
(+81)26-229-6200(8:00-20:00) 

23:15 Shinjuku West Exit→(Highway night bus)→5:32 
Ogizawa→(Kurobe Dam Walk 90min)→around10:00 
Murodo(Murododaira Walk 60min,lunch)→around15:00 
Tateyama Station→around16:00 Dentetsu Toyama 

Highway  
Bus 

Valid 
7 days 

One-way 
Ticket 

Depart from Shinjuku Age 12 and up Age 6 to 11 

Overnight bus 15,190yen(■14,260yen) 8,280yen(■7,840yen) 

Day  bus 14,650yen(●13,720yen) 7,330yen(●6,890yen) 

■ is the price for departure 
during 6/30～7/19, 10/20～11/3 
● is the price for departure 
during 7/1～7/20, 10/21～11/4 

Reservation Highway bus  Shinjuku‐Ogizawa 

 

From Shinjuku by Day-bus 
*Please beware of the date since this is a overnight bus.  

【Ticket①】Seat reservation is required 
Highway-bus bound for Hakuba depart from Shinjuku 
Expressway Bus Terminal to Shinano-Omachi (Operated 4～
6 times a day) 
【Ticket②】  
Bus to Ogizawa from Shinano-Omachi 
  ※Within 2 days after departing from Shinjuku 
【Voucher③④】  
Please exchange ticket at Ogizawa 
  ※Valid 5 days after exchange 
When you exchange vouchers for tickets in Ogizawa, time to 
ride Kanden Tunnel Trolley Bus will be appointed. 
【Ticket⑤】 
Toyama Chihou Tetsudou Ticket Tateyama Sta. 
→Dentetsu Toyama Only valid on the day of riding 
  ※Within 7 days after departing from Shinjuku 

This ticket includes 2 vouchers and 3 tickets, and does not 
include meal fee and hotel charge. 

This ticket includes 2 vouchers and 2 tickets, and does not 
include meal fee and hotel charge. 

【Ticket①】Seat reservation is required 
Depart from Shinjuku West Exit No26 at 23:15→  
Arrive at Ogizawa at 5:32 
【Voucher②③】 
Please exchange ticket at Ogizawa 
  ※Valid 5 days after exchange 
When you exchange vouchers for tickets in Ogizawa, time to 
ride Kanden Tunnel Trolley Bus will be appointed. 
【Ticket④】 
Toyama Chihou Tetsudou Ticket Tateyama Sta. 
→Dentetsu Toyama Only valid on the day of riding 
 ※Within 7 days after departing from Shinjuku 

Approx.7:30 Shinjuku(Highway bus)→approx.12:00 
Shinano-Omachi (Lunch),14:15(bus)→14:31Kuroyon 
Royal Hotel 
8:16(bus)→8:40 Ogizawa→(Kurobe Dam Walk 90min) 
→approx.12:00 Murodo(Murododaira Walk 60min, 
lunch)→15:30 Tateyama Station→approx.17:30 
Dentetsu Toyama 

From Shinjuku by Overnight-bus 

◆ Recommended Route  ◆ 

Operating days Shinjuku→Ogizawa 

5/11～7/7 5/11～every Friday and Saturday 

7/13～9/23 Everyday 

9/28～11/3 Every Friday and Saturday, and 10/7 

◆ Recommended Route  ◆ 

◆ Recommended Hotel  ◆ 

Kuroyon Royal Hotel 
+81-261-22-1530 
https://www.rihga.com/nagano  

The Kuroyon Royal Hotel, wrapped 
in nature, is the closest resort to 
the Kurobe Dam 

Direct Highway Overnight Bus between Shinjuku～ 
Ogizawa(Entrance of Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route) Comfortable・Convenient！ 

You can get 5% discount by presenting this bus ticket 
at the gift shop 

http://highway-buses.jp/
http://highway-buses.jp/
http://highway-buses.jp/
https://www.rihga.com/nagano
https://www.rihga.com/nagano


 
 

 
 

◆ Recommended Route  ◆ 

Approx.7:00 Dentetsu Toyama→approx.8:00 Tateyama Station→ 
approx.9:30 Murodo(Murododaira Walk 90min)→Approx.12:00 Kurobeko(Lunch, Kurobe Dam Walk 120min)→ 
14:51 Arrive at Ogizawa→16:10 Depart from Ogizawa→(Highway bus)→21:11 Arrive at Shinjuku 

Shinjuku 

16min 

5min 

walk 
15min 

7min 

10min 

50min 

7min 
65min 

Toyama 

Highway  
Bus 

Valid 
7 days 

One-way 
Ticket 

Age 12 and up Age 6 to 11 

Depart from Toyama 13,840yen(●12,910yen) 6,930yen(●6,490yen) 

● is the price for departure 
during 7/1～7/20, 10/21～11/4 

Operating days Ogizawa→Shinjuku 

5/12～7/8 5/12～every Saturday and Sunday 

7/14～9/24 Everyday 

9/29～11/4 Every Saturday and Sunday, and 10/8 

From Toyama to Shinjuku 
■Please purchase the ticket at Toyama Chitetsu Ticket 

Center(7:30～19:00)by the previous day. 

【Ticket④】 Seat reservation is required   
Highway-bus depart from Ogizawa at 16:10→ 
Arrive at Shinjuku at 21:11 
 ※Within 7 days after departing from Toyama 

This ticket includes 3 vouchers and 1 tickets. 

【Voucher①②③】 
Please exchange ticket at Dentetsu Toyama 
 ※Valid 5 days after exchange 

★Please exchange vouchers for tickets at Dentetsu Toyama 
Ticket Counter(6:50～11:00)on the same day you ride. Time 
to ride Tateyama Cable Car will be appointed. 

 If you wish to go to Shinjuku on the same day, please refer to 
the official website of Tateyama-Kurobe Alpine Route 
http://www.alpen-route.com/en/ for information on congestion 
condition. As a rough guide, we suggest you exchange 
vouchers for tickets before 8:00 at the ★place mentioned 
above, and take the cable car before 10:40. Otherwise you will 
not be able to ride the bus departing from Ogizawa at 16:10. 

Information 

*When you purchase highway bus ticket, you need to make seat reservation. It is also possible to make 
seat reservation by phone or online before your purchase. If you have made reservation in advance, please 
inform the staff at the Ticket Counter. 

*If you purchase this ticket at travel agencies or online, the seat reservation is not made yet. When you 
exchange ticket at the following Ticket Counters, you might not be able to reserve seat that you want. It is 
also possible to make seat reservation by phone or online. 

Reservation 
and 

purchase at 
Counter 

Children under 6 years old 

*As far as your child (under 6 years 
old), do not occupy a seat everyone 
who is age 13 or older can ride with 
1 child for free. However, we highly 
suggest preparing a seat for your 
child because you may not be able 
to travel if the number of 
passengers exceeds max seating 
capacity of the bus. 

*To change your reservation, please go to Shinjuku Expressway Bus Terminal or Toyama Chitetsu Ticket 
Center or reservation center 30 minutes before the bus leave its departure station. Reservation can be 
changed only once. If you miss the bus you reserved, the ticket of that section will be invalidated.  

*No refund can be made after use of any ticket for any reason (even if the bus services are cancelled or 
delayed due to any accident, weather, etc.).  

*If you purchased the ticket at a travel Agent, please contact them for refunds. 

Change of 
reservation 

Refund 

Central Honshu Information Plaza 

ＪＲ 
Shinjuku 
（South 
Exit） 

Keio  
Department 
Store 

Keio New Line 
Toei Line 
Shinjuku Station 

 (B1F) 

Shinjuku 
Expressway Bus 
Terminal 

LUMINE 

http://www.keioinfoplaza.jp/en_top 

■Toyama Chitetsu Ticket Center 

Marier 
Toyama 

Dentetsu 
Toyama 
Station 

ＪＲ 
Toyama 

Toyamarche 

Traffic 
Circle 

★Ticket Counter（Ticket exchange ） 

Underground Shopping area 

Ticket Counter（Toyama）  Ticket Counter（Shinjuku） 

Reservation and purchase on Website: Please visit this website “highwaybuses.jp” 


